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Viewpoint

Just few centuries back our health concerns were more related to physical illness; a century back we had more concerns related to physiological health problems; since the last few decades we have more mental health concerns. But now with general observation, it seems we have more health concerns related to: emotions, motivations, feelings, imaginations, thoughts, etc.; well-being of all these may be categorized as "Psychological Health". Though in present scenario "Psychological Health" is a relatively negligible term; may be because it does not attract much commercial interests. But if we analyze, all our being is based on Psychological Health. Psychological Health is based on interaction of our biological system with the society and the nature. Biological aspects needs biological intervention, and social and nature interactions needs psychological intervention; hence interdisciplinary. Majority of the health issues like cancer, high blood pressure, diabetes, insomnia, depression, etc., has some link with Psychological Health. Quality sleep which is the basis of almost all health aspects has direct link with psychological health. Our behavior, relevancy and efficiency of our working, our comprehending ability, etc., are based on our Psychological Status. Thus we can say our happiness depends on Physiological Health; as better health, and better performance and good behavior, makes us happy and satisfied. We have explored in this article importance of Psychological Health, in context to overall health related to: thoughts, superiority, romance, learning, physical activity, etc; and for what interventions can be made, at both psychological and physical level. As our topic may interest even common individual, hence language has been purposely kept simple.

Since the last few decades our health expenditure is raising exponentially, with good achievement of higher life expectancy and survival rates. ¹–³ Meanwhile there is decline in general health of the population, as more people are getting health issues like: diabetes, blood pressure, heart diseases, cancer, digestion problem, insomnia, depression, hopelessness, emotional disorders, etc. ⁴–⁷ Because recent medical intervention has focused on curing the ailments; neglecting correcting the cause of the ailments, and keeping blind-eye on developing internal health and psychological aspects. The scenario is something like "answering questions on student behalf, when student does not know answer of questions in the examination". When modern medical science is not used judiciously, it alters development of internal health mechanisms. The higher life expectancy for which we are happy today, may not last after few decades or we may have to live with inferior health. Because the people who are living longer today, had better internal health during their adulthood, as during their childhood and adolescent years, their body got better exposure to develop internal health; and modern medical science helped them happily live for longer time. But in present time, children and adults are many times unnecessarily assisted with modern medical intervention, and due to drastic change in lifestyle, development of internal health is affected; hence this may result in decreasing life expectancy or inferior health, in future. ⁴ As health expenditure is increasing exponentially and health issues are also increasing exponentially, ¹,²,⁶ this clearly suggests that we are not moving in right direction in managing health issues. Though medical science has solved many big health issues successfully to a large extent like: measles, typhoid, polio, cholera, etc., which were life threatening, have done various surgery advancement, and are further making progress in solving some of the major health problems we are facing today; for which we should certainly be proud of.

Background of health issues is that, with the advent of Industrial Revolution, there has been tremendous change in lifestyle and social fabric. Such rapid changes were never witnessed in any evolutionary period, so there is unprecedented pressure to evolve and adapt, both physiologically and psychologically. ¹,⁸ This heavy pressure results fragile health, as our body has to adapt and evolve on many aspects. ⁵,⁹,¹⁰ We have witnessed so much drastic and varieties of lifestyle changes in just last few decades, together with changes in the environment; to which we are unable to evolve and adapt or cope up. ⁴ So a very large variety of newer health issues, both physiological and psychological, are popping up; with which current way of managing health issues is unable to keep pace. Because medical science can-
not make human evolve and adapt according to this change. Further the situation is becoming alarming due to tremendous commercialization and fragmented efforts.\textsuperscript{11,12} Hence there is need for unified and genuine efforts to build general health of individuals, both at psychological level and physiological level.\textsuperscript{13,14}

Mechanisms of, each of our psychological aspects depends on many factors. At minute level unlimited combinations of workings of: subatomic particles, biomolecules, etc.; together with external factors like: social, environmental, etc., decide our various psychological aspects. So psychological aspects may not be as clearly described by few statements, definitions or words, as aspects are described in other field of science; but it can conveniently be categorized under various categories and explained with important points. Here in this article some of such categories are: thoughts, superiority, romance, laziness, emotions, learning, etc., wherein each word covers many aspects.

Undue stress is the major cause of deterioration of health.\textsuperscript{15,16} At psychological level in present era, we feel more stressed because of various reasons. Some of such major reasons are: unable to manage various types of thoughts, unable to manage our basic instinct of: showing superiority, expression of romance, laziness, ie, "though we want result but we do not want to labor", etc. All these issues have magnified due to rapid change in social fabric, lifestyle, etc., and the problem is further getting aggravated due to faulty learning techniques.

Many interventions are required to resolve all these and that cannot be scope of a single article, simultaneously for a single important topic, going through different sources becomes difficult. But there are some major aspects, of which some important points can be explored in an article; on which we can certainly work; which can tremendously reduce our unnecessary burden to evolve and adapt. Thus making health management easier, hence reducing heavy pressure on medical professionals, enabling them to work efficiently; such interventions are explored below.

AT PSYCHOLOGICAL LEVEL
MANAGING OUR THOUGHTS

Confusion, indecisiveness, unable to concentrate, struggling with unwanted thoughts, agitated mind, etc., has become general phenomenon. All these are engulfing our cognitive energy, making us less efficient; and we don’t want thoughts which create such problems. We can categorize all such disturbing thoughts as negative thoughts, which includes intrusive thoughts. There has been many research on stopping some of such thoughts, which clearly established that such thoughts can’t be stopped, and trying to do so had been counterproductive.\textsuperscript{17–19} Further many studies have confirmed that understanding and ignoring such thoughts with: reasoning, understanding and conditioning, is the best approach in dealing with unwanted thoughts.\textsuperscript{20–22}

Thoughts relates to creativity, imagination, memory, etc. Good Brain means: Better Creativity, Better Imagination, Better Memory, etc. If our brain is creative then we will try to create new things, both good (positive) and bad (negative); it’s not possible for our brain to have only good creativity. If we are imaginative, we will imagine both good and bad things; it’s not possible to imagine only good things. Similarly if we have good memory we will remember both good and bad things; it’s not possible to remember only good things, etc.\textsuperscript{23–25} This means our thoughts remains wandering or fluctuating between extremes of positives and negatives; hence we are bound to get disturbed due to this wandering or fluctuations. It makes us puzzled, confused and leads us to indecisiveness. Impact of this wandering and fluctuation, of various thoughts results in clashes of thoughts, mental disturbances and frustration; leading to many psychiatric disorders, making people take shelter under psychiatric medicines, or succumbing to addiction.\textsuperscript{26}

But medicines cannot be a permanent solution, and they cannot make brain to work only positively. Medicines are only for emergency or for taking out patient form psychiatric lows or temporary solution or for support; understanding with reasoning is the only permanent solution.

Fact is that we are scared of negative working of our brain and wish to get rid of it. We have developed a perception that if we do not have negative thoughts, we would do great. So we try to eliminate negative working of our brain; but that cannot be achieved.\textsuperscript{17,18,21} We must understand that negative brain workings cannot be stopped alone without stopping positives. Can anybody tell lie without knowing the truth! No, similarly one cannot tell truth without knowing the lie, ie, if there is no lie there is no truth; this means if there is no negativity, there cannot be any positivity. In fact what types of positivity we have depends on what types of negativity we have; correct negativity gives positivity a correct direction.\textsuperscript{27–32} And whatever goes in our mind has some context/reference, without context or reference no thought can come to our mind; understanding that context is important to understand our thoughts, and that context must be correct to enable good working. Even our DNA has two strands and each work as complimentary, further RNA transcription and protein formation are also complementary; and their functioning is mainly based on orientation of functional groups in anti-direction.

We do blunder in trying to suppress or stop negatives; if we only suppress negative then particular negative becomes even stronger, as it gets more reinforced\textsuperscript{19} due to more attention; whereas if all thoughts are suppressed then positives also are suppressed, hence reducing our performance. The situation now is that we are even scared of free thinking and wish to suppress or stop thoughts; instead we should try to think as free as we can, without much condition. Our thoughts decide our performance, so it should not be suppressed.\textsuperscript{33} The only thing required is to understand with reasoning, negative and positive thoughts, so as to be able to identify negative thoughts. So that we can ignore negative thoughts and implement positive thought, though negatives will always be there in the background\textsuperscript{20}; just like we frequently reminds ourselves that we should not do wrong things, although we know many wrong things. This will allow us of free thinking and thus will enhance our performance.

Considering the whole scenario, we realize that we have various types of thoughts, which can be said to be whole gamut of thoughts. Wherein each type or category of
thoughts like: thoughts related to romance, thought related to responsibility, etc., can be said to be separate spectrum of thoughts; ie, spectrum of thoughts related to romance is one spectrum, spectrum of thoughts related to responsibility is another spectrum. Whole gamut of thoughts is necessary as each thought complement or helps other; wherein each thought to be used is: referenced, compared, weighted, or combined, with other relevant thoughts. If the necessary thought for reference or comparison, etc., is not there or wrong, then our thought becomes irrelevant or wrong. 34

Now the gamut of thoughts must be in a healthy range. If the gamut of thoughts is severely dominated by few disturbing thoughts, then it must be corrected by exposure, reasoning and understanding, ie, counseling. Our various thoughts depends on our experience, understanding, knowledge, information, working, genes, etc. So if any one or more of this gets wrong then the gamut of thoughts gets unhealthy, leading to inefficient or irrelevant or wrong works. Hence we should always try to get better experience, understanding, knowledge, information, working, etc., to have correct thought generation.

Here we need to understand that each individual is different, because of different social interaction, genes, etc.; so their thinking inclination and direction will also be different. When the thinking inclination is too different and is not understood well it leads to psychiatric disorders. But if it's understood, it leads to creation by the effected person. Like in the case of Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (OCD) sufferers, their thoughts are abnormally inclined to various risks. But if they are trained to understand that some of the risks are irrelevant, some are just imaginary and some are part of our life, and we can control some of the risks but not all. Then they will give attention on relevant risks only and ignore all others; though it needs intense counseling. 20–22,31,35 This will make them relaxed and hence enable them to work on real or relevant risks, resulting in better risk management works; which can benefit others also, hence new creations. As earlier their brain was abnormally inclined to risk, so earlier it was psychiatric problem; but now due to understanding and counseling, it is creation. Similar is the case with many other psychiatric disorders. 36

In order to achieve above objective, we have to correct basics of living. With correct working, experience, understanding and knowledge, we will have correct thoughts, and we can identify and ignore negative thoughts. This will make our workings important and efficient, leading to peaceful and pleasant living with better performance.

MANAGING OUR INSTINCTS

Many of our problems are because of our various instincts like: Showing Superiority or Establishing Dominance, Romance, Laziness, etc. Many times we hide, suppress or not correctly express these instincts. But if we understand why we have these instincts, what is the meaning of these instincts; then we will not unnecessarily inhibit or suppress these instincts. Heavy suppression or inhibition leads to wrong bursts or vent out of these instincts, loss of motivation and interest, and deterioration of psychological health. Whereas better understanding of our instincts, enable us for better utilization of instincts; leading to efficiency, calmness, quality sleep and happiness. Below is the brief exploration of some of our major instincts.

SUPERIORITY

In general people show superiority with their class, race, religion, nationality, etc.; and with power, luxury, materialistic things, etc. 57–44 We have witnessed so many wars, clashes, frictions, etc., due to showing of these indifference, and further such disputes is going on; even personal relations in family, friends, etc., many times gets disturbed due to wrong expression of superiority. During evolutionary period, this instinct was more related to establishing dominance. All this results huge wastage of resources, and hampers peace and health. It has been proved clearly by various studies that humans have self favoring bias, and this creates indifferences and frictions; when in group the group also self favors. Hence this human nature is also responsible for creating differences. 59,45–47

This human tendency has helped them in evolution in early phases but in later phases of evolution, human wisdom helped them to perform better than animals. Most of our behavior depends on our DNA and human DNA resembles to that of animals especially chimpanzee, to a very large extent. This means we will have some of the traits of animals. But as humans have developed more compared to other animals, mainly because of wisdom; hence we should use our wisdom primarily over other traits like power, class, etc. 47–50,51–53 That is we should show superiority primarily with our wisdom, which includes justice. We should understand that if we could not show/express our this instinct in correct way, then this instinct is bound to get vent in inferior or wrong way. 554 Hence we should express superiority primarily by our wisdom, otherwise it may find other outlet, ie, class, race, religion, nationality, etc., and with power, luxury, etc.

Our instinct of showing superiority, motivates us to improve 41,42,55,56, and as discussed above our wisdom enables us for real progress, which comprises good works; this is also supported by our exploration about thoughts. We feel much happy and satisfied, when our superiority is expressed more by our good works, rather than by power, luxury, class, nationality, etc. Alfred Adler in his study found that if a person does not feel strong enough to compete with other in useful terms, then he/she tries to show superiority in other useless terms. This means if our education system is such that an individual knows where to show his worth and how to do it, then it will reduce unnecessary and wrong expression of superiority. 554

ROMANCE

Whatever traits and tastes we have, are in general beneficial for our survival and progress. Like whatever food we like (other than the newer foods to which we have not been evolved through) eg, fruits, dry fruits, non-vegetarian or dairy foods, etc., are good for health, with respect to earlier lifestyle; though in present changed lifestyle they may not be healthy. Our inherent nature of hospitality and empathy, is beneficial for collective social development. 557 We like greenery as such places are more habitable. In the same way
most of the features of romance are beneficial for our survival, progress and better living. One gets attracted to opposite sex due to “color, shapes, behavior, emotions, etc.”, though criteria of these features depend on an individual, society and habitat suitability; each of these features are helpful for producing better offspring, better living and progress. Whatever is needed to produce better offspring, we have very strong inclination for that; for some details open references as cited. S58,S59,S68–S71,S60–S67 This instinct is so strong that most of our entertainment channels like: songs, films, etc., are dominated by various features of romance like: love, dedication, commitment, etc.

As in the above discussion, understanding and expression, enables better benefit of this instinct. Lack of understanding and suppression of this instinct, results in wrong outlet or bursts, causing immoral and unsocial acts. We have features to inhibit or suppress, some of our feelings and instinct. When the desired inhibition or suppression is within limit then it is easily compiled; but when it exceeds, it bursts or vent out in any possible way. S72 Liberal society with good knowledge and understanding, with minimum but efficient social rules had always progressed well historically; as social rules are easily complied with. This instinct enables us to give our best, whereas unnecessary suppression of this instinct prevents such motivation.

LAZINESS AND HOW INSTINCT WORKS TOGETHER

The above two instinct “Superiority and Romance“ very strongly motivates us to do better work and this instinct “Laziness”, helps in organizing our work, or do work on priority basis S4,S75; when these three instincts are in balance and work in co-ordination, they enable efficient and better work, with good living. Likewise most instinct complements each other. Laziness instinct helped in evolutionary period, in preventing wastage of energy, hence enhancing chances of survival.

OTHER PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS

EMOTIONS

There is a general perception that anger is bad and we should control it; it’s the perfect case, where an important emotion is getting bad name. When anger is suppressed, it results anger vent out or burst in wrong way, and lead to health and other problems. S74 It is a very beneficial emotion; if we are psychologically healthy then anger gets expressed at correct points, like when something gets wrong, then one gets angry, enabling correction of wrong things. If we don’t get angry at correct point then we are not psychologically healthy and have wrong psychological status. Likewise the case is with laughter and many other emotions. S75–S77

LEARNING

To understand or comprehend other’s experience, one should have at least relevant basic experience; and be in matching psychological status. Academic literature, which can be said to be accumulated abstract of, experiences of individuals or societies; hence needs learner’s relevant basic experience, to study and comprehend it. So real learning is based on some basic experience and psychological status, of the individual. Without relevant basic experience of individual, even if he/she studies academic literature, they can’t bring any positive result with that knowledge. S78

Learning is the basis for any development or progress, and learning techniques make a vast difference, in acquiring quality knowledge. In all our evolutionary period we have been learning through experience and observation, so we have developed features of learning through experience and observation. So it would be meaningful if learning is initiated with experience, observation or practical. A child efficiently learns mother language and many things by observation and interaction, with least effort and without formal education; so learning based on such aspects like: observation, interaction, etc., will be much easier and useful. S79,S80,S89,S81–S88 We are blessed that we are living in digitalized era, wherein specific updated information or study matter, could be very easily accessed through internet. Hence there should be minimal memorization based study; extensive memorization could be left to specialized field. This reduces unnecessary pressure of learning, enabling leftover cognitive energy for better knowledge and better concepts.

As one should have basic knowledge of, most of all relevant subjects like: science, math, psychology, social study, history, etc., for better rational thinking; which is the basis of better understanding and correct decisions; so basic study should incorporate, basic fundamental concepts of all these subjects. In-depth learning, rigorous practice, memorization, etc., should be left over to specialized study.

AT PHYSICAL LEVEL

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

In all our evolutionary period we have been going through a lot of physical activity, abruptly lowering it will make our body difficult to adapt and evolve, and hence may result health problems. S4 So our living style should be such that it incorporates some basic physical activity, as far as possible. S90,S91,S100,S92–S99 This reduces unnecessary burden for exercise, yoga, etc., to keep us healthy. It saves our time, prevents wastage of physical energy, reduces disturbing concern to remain healthy, involves healthy movements of body parts. S101 enable better blood circulation, gives us important experiences, etc.; hence prevents wastage of resource and enhances our experience. Physical activity only to keep healthy, most of the time is not continued in longer run, as they are not enjoying, just like: learning without curiosity, eating food without hunger/taste, etc.; but when it is incorporated in daily working, it can be easily complied. In our evolutionary period also physical activity was involved to fulfill various desire/needs, so for better compliance physical activity should be incorporated in daily routines, as far as possible.

Vitamin D deficiency which is becoming a worldwide phenomenon, causes bone problems, inferior sleep, cancer, etc.; and may be culprit of other health problems that we presently don’t know. S102–S108 We know that sun exposure helps us make precious vitamin D, but there may be many
other benefits to normal exposure to sunlight, that we may not be knowing; normal exercise done in morning or indoor, does not give sufficient vitamin D, though it is beneficial in some other aspects. Alternately we may think that we can take vitamin D supplement, but the biological systems engaged with production of Vitamin D, when left less functional, may malfunction also. Similar is the case with some other nutrients; physical activity enhances absorption of nutrients in a balanced manner and also helps clear toxins from our body. Further physical activity improves sleep, immunity, cognitive functions, gene expression, protects DNA, etc. Altogether this means normal physical activity protects and improves many biological mechanisms.

Further there are many disorder related to lower water intake like: kidney stones, constipation, etc.; directly increasing water intake is the general practice to counter such problems. Here we should also see that why we are not drinking enough water, it may be because we may not be doing enough physical activity to feel sufficiently thirsty or in good psychological health, which enable good thirst mechanism; and this may be signal that our internal system is not balanced. In general a healthy person doing normal physical activity, will automatically drink sufficient water because of feeling thirsty, to meet his/her body requirement.

Drinking water when thirsty has wider benefits than drinking water without feeling thirsty. Hence it’s much better to incorporate some basic physical activity in daily routine which fulfill a wider range of requirements by exposing us to various aspects as explored above, thus reducing our unnecessary burden and increases our efficiency.

WORKING

We are blessed that we are living in a mechanized and digitalized era, wherein we have various machines to assist in our works. And our working should be mechanized as much as possible; mainly leaving works that cannot be done by machines and digital media, to ourselves like: intellectual or creative works; ie, intellectual and creative work should primarily be done by us. Though needed physical work should be left for individuals for fulfilling his/her health requirements. Where ever there is regular repetitive type of work is involved, for example: in teaching, in professional working, etc., mechanization should be done; to avoid wastage of intellectual resources.

Secondly in our working we see that there should be no mistake, ensuring it consumes lots of cognitive energy. Doing some mistake is human inherent and beneficial character, as it helps in remaining creative; even DNA transcription and replication does some mistakes and that mechanism has been beneficial, especially for evolution. Forcing to stop mistakes will kill creativity. So were we cannot tolerate mistakes, machines should be used for such tasks with other required management.

SLEEP

Sleep plays basic restorative and developmental role, in many psychological and physiological aspects; quality sleep is prime requirement of overall health. Insomnia which is becoming a worldwide predominant phenomenon is basically a reflection of some underlying health problems, which must be addressed to have quality sleep. Inducing good sleep is part of many treatments, especially for psychiatric cases. Sleeping outside the recommended range, in most cases, is the signal of some health issues.

Quality sleep depends on psychological status, nutrient and hormonal balance, physical activity, etc., and vice versa.

EVOLUTION AND ADAPTATION

Whatever traits or features, we have, using that for our benefit and progress is easier and beneficial; enhancement of such features or evolution, is also easier. Whereas traits or features, which is weaker or dormant or we don't have; working on those traits or features, is very difficult and may be of less benefit; evolution of such traits is also difficult. Hence most of the time it’s much beneficial to use traits or features, we have got through evolution.

Historically we have been going through slow process of evolution and adaptation. When the desired adaptations or evolutions, were drastic or rapid, due to rapid change in habitat or ecosystem, many time it led to extinction of various species. If there are varieties of adaptive and evolutionary pressure, as we see in present era, due to rapid change in lifestyle, social fabric and environment, then it gets difficult for our body to manage these requirements. As our body has to evolve and adapt at many front and so lead to fragile health. Whereas if there are few adaptive or evolutionary requirement, as has been happening in our past evolutionary period, then it becomes easier for our body to deal with those requirements.

We take care of health issues when our body gives some signal, but it may be possible that some health problems may not be giving any signal, and harming our physiological and psychological aspects. Most of the known health issues that we know, when studied revealed, are mainly because of rapid change in lifestyle, social fabric and environmental changes; so it may be that many of health issues with which we are not aware of or have not been studied yet, may also be related to rapid change in lifestyle, social fabric and environment. Hence considering all, it may be of great benefit if we could reduce unnecessary burden for evolution and adaptation, as explored in above sections. So that our body can concentrate on important evolution and adaptations; and for environment suitable steps should be taken. Rapid change in lifestyle and social fabric could be done in some aspects, if it is clearly understood, not to be comparatively harmful. Further we should work on reducing health hazards that has been clearly proved to be harmful like: pollution, unhealthy social life, unhealthy foods, etc.

PSYCHOLOGY AND OTHER FIELD OF SCIENCE

Getting psychological interests needs more interaction with society and environment, as compared to other field of science. Hence getting interest in psychology takes more time.
than interest in other field is generated, so initially students prefer other subjects more than psychology. By the time people get enough interaction with society, environment, etc., and get interested in psychology, many times they are busy with their professional life and have to shoulder family responsibility; so left with less energy and time to devote in psychology. Hence psychology is not sufficiently integrated with other academic field or discipline; as even comprehending ability for academic subjects or anything, depends on psychological status of the individual. To counter this, suitable measure could be taken like: teaching basic psychology in early years in schools, giving proper platform for those who have important idea or problem or solution.

DISCUSSION

Affluent societies are considered as milestone for progress, we want to become more and more affluent, and affluence is considered as path of progress. We can say financial achievement has become hallmark of progress. We should understand that unnecessary accumulation of wealth and primarily working for wealth and luxury is wastage of resources, both intellectual and physical; which could have been used for other better purposes. Health which is the basis of efficient and relevant working, comprehending ability, and happiness, should be the prime criteria of progress. Here we see that affluent society is predominantly suffering from health problems like: insomnia, anxiety, emotional distress, cancer, diabetes, high blood pressure, etc. Though their health issues are different from poorer society, where health issues are majorly: malnutrition, typhoid, malaria, etc. Here we see that both societies suffer from various health problems, but their health issues are different. This means in the making of affluent society some health issues got resolved but another set of health issues have crept in. The health progress where some problem is solved, and newer creeps in, is not the real progress; the real health progress would have been where all set of health issues gets reduced.

We have explored in this paper, how we can work to protect and build internal health, at both psychological and physiological level, and improve our performance; hence satisfaction and happiness. But as we have explored health from a different but important perspective, so there is scope for further study and research.

As explored above under section "Managing Our Thoughts" in case of: indecisiveness, confusions, frustrations, etc., that is problem relating to "thoughts"; understanding thoughts and ignoring negative thoughts, and practicing it, is the better approach than suppressing thoughts. Likewise our exploration for various instincts like: Superiority, Romance, Laziness, etc., reveals that better understanding and expression, with minimal inhibition, together with all-around balanced instincts working together, gives better result. Like Superiority and Romance instinct, strongly motivates one, to work better; and together with laziness instinct, individual work better in an organized way. In case of emotion, if we have good psychological health, then emotions get expressed at correct points or occasion, which leads to beneficial effects.

In the case of learning which is based on observation, interaction, practical and practice, give better result, then learning based on memorization. In case of working, intellectual and creative works, should primarily be done by human; and repetitive and labor oriented works should be mechanized, as far as possible. In case of physical exercise, as far as possible some basic physical activity should be incorporated in daily routines.

We are going through tremendous change in lifestyle, social fabric and environment, which has resulted heavy pressure on our body to evolve and adapt, making our health fragile; and as explored above, reducing unnecessary burden will enable our body to evolve and adapt on important aspects. This will make our health robust, working efficient and relevant, and life pleasing. Taking all together, in broader aspect, whatever evolutionary traits we have, using those for our development, is beneficial; and the traits that have helped us develop more than animals like: wisdom, better social life, etc., primarily using that for our development, should be of greater value.

CONCLUSIONS

Good health depends on many factors, many we know and many we don’t know. The criteria that we know for good health are many, like: quality sleep, low stress, physical activity, balanced diet, psychological status, etc., and keeping vigilance of all is very difficult and annoying. As explored above, to keep ourselves healthy, we should not change drastically from earlier lifestyle, unless it’s proved sufficiently that change is not comparatively dangerous. This will even prevent from unknown health issues to a large extent; as most of the health problems when studied revealed, are because of defective lifestyle, so many health issues with which we are not aware of, may be also because of defective lifestyle. As our biological clock is more balanced to earlier lifestyle, so sticking to it at the basic level will reduce tremendous pressure, to keep our internal system balanced to a major extent. The only thing extra required is to keep ourself vigilant that our lifestyle, which includes psychological and physical aspects as explored above, does not become abnormally imbalanced. Though all these seems complicated but like driving vehicle, especially riding bicycle, while learning it needs lots of attention and effort, but when have sufficient experience it becomes much effortless; to a lot extent the same is true in managing lifestyle. And as explored above, perhaps time has come to accept psychological health, as important part of overall health; as even comprehending ability of an individual also depends on psychological status of the individual.

Until just few century back, our progress were majorly based on evolution; wherein there was always danger of extinction. But as now we have good knowledge, and as explored above about some of the important aspects of our living, we can improve our internal health, working efficiency and relevancy, and comprehending ability, hence satisfaction and happiness; and further we can certainly take some important decision, to protect ourselves from many dangers and counter many dangers.
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